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Float Cotillion and Rally Falstaff, Prince Line Play Probably Will
To Ignite Cross Weekend Hal, etc., Tonight Decide Outcome of Game
On the eve of the fifty-sixth renewal of the nation's
oldest Jesuit football rivalry, the B.C. undergrads will evince
their annual spirit of showmanship and ingenuity in the Holy
Cross Float Parade.
Starting from Cleveland Circle I orators, Monsignor George Kerr,
at 7:30 P.M. and winding its way | erstwhile member of B.C.'s Sugar

(Heights' Photo by Pete Carroll)

A typical product of other years' Holy Cross Float Parade presentations. This year's parade seems destined to be the most extravaganzic
in B.C.'s history.
up Beacon St. to Roberts Center,
the Float Parade is the culmination of weeks of energetic hammering and paper-stuffing by members of the Gold Key Society and
other campus organizations associated in this activity.
Fifteen floats bear the theme
that Boston College is supreme
over the Men of Worcester. Previous years' floats have in part made
up for a sometime lack of enthusiasm of the student body during
the regular football season. But
Holy Cross brings out the best
and worst in any man or coed and
this year the same will hold.
At the rally in Roberts Center
following the Parade, the student
body and assorted wanderers will be
harangued by Rev. Joseph Connor,
S.J., one of the East's best known

Bowl contingent in '41, Joe McKenney, President of the Alumni

Association, and Mike

Holovak,

head coach of football.

The student speakers include
football players Frank Casey, Ross
O'Hamley, Don Tosi, Tony La
Rosa, and Jim O'Brien and the
President of the Gold Key Society,
James Reilly.
The feminine touch to the evening's proceedings will be provided
by coed cheerleaders, who in their
infrequent appearances manage to
bring out the best in the B. C.
rooters.
The evening will be climaxed by
a Rally Dance in Campion Hall
with music by Craig Winkfield.
Thus runs the first night of activity in B.C.'s biggest football weekend of the year.

Shakespeare's Henry IV, Part I,
is the initial presentation of the
B.C. Thespians in their current season. This classic history is the
story of the king who reached the
throne by avarice and spent his
days in turbulence after the death
of Richard 11. Jim O'Hearn plays
Larry
the title role.
Gleason
portrays his son, the Prince of
Wales, the chivalrous Hal, whose
love for fun and merriment is misconstrued by his father who deems
him a worthless character of corrupt and riotous nature.
Tom Luddy makes his debut on
the B.C. stage as Hotspur, enemy
of the king who is mortally
wounded in an encounter with Hal.
Kevin Byrne portrays the lovable
Sir John Falstaff, the merry companion of Hal. Falstaff's character
is one of extreme wit and gaiety
and has captivated audiences for
hundreds of years.
The Earl of Northumberland,
Hotspur's cold and haughty father,
is portrayed by Charles Tretter.
The Earls of Westmoreland and
Douglas are played by Hans Hermans and William Ryan. Jack McNealy is seen as Sir Walter Blunt.
Tickets for the production are
on sale from members of the cast
and may be purchased at the box
office in Campion Hall on either
night of presentation. Curtain time
is 8:15 P.M. both tonight and Saturday. Tickets are $1.00.
Long-time favorites of the B.C.
audiences support this outstanding
cast: Paul Donlon, Anthony Capodilupo, George MacDonald, Jacqueline Howard, Margaret Lynch, and
Brenda Crowley. Making their
debut in this production will be:
Ray
Orley, Richard
Donahue,
Michael O'Connell, Jan Hermans,
Marilyn Warren and Ann Madigan.
Lighting will be provided by the
deft Hermans brothers; costumes
are the charge of Maureen O'Brien;
settings, by Stack.
Henry IV, Part I gives every indication of maintaining the high
standards set by the society in its
ninety-seven years of operation.

Gold Plaque Unveiled to
Commemorate Thompson
Last Sunday a gold plaque commemorating the centenary of the
birth of the poet Francis Thompson
was unveiled in the Francis Thompson Room of the Boston College
Library by Rev. Terence L. Connolly, S.J., librarian of the Special
Collection. The plaque is by the
renowned sculptor Allison Macom-

ber.

private viewing of
Thompsoniana for the Friends of
the Library, a tape recording by
Sir Francis Meynell, godson and
At

this

personal friend of the late poet,
was played. To anyone familiar
with the life of Thompson, the
name of Meynell is significant. For
it was Wilfred Meynell, father of
Francis Meynell, who first discov-

ered Thompson and befriended

him.

As Meynell said in his recorded
talk, "My father was 36, Thompson

was 28 when my father virtually

adopted him. For the last nineteen
years of his life, Thompson lived
half-in, half-out of my parents'
home." Meynell goes on to recall
the friendship he developed for the
man, Francis Thompson. "To him,

I and my brothers and sisters were
'the children,' the only children he
knew. And so it was to my sister
and to me that his poem on chil-

dren

was

addressed."

In addition to the message of Sir
Francis Meynell, two newly acquired letters of Thompson were
displayed for the first time last
Sunday. One of these letters is the
first correspondence carried on be(Continued on Page 3)

By PHIL LANGAN?Sports Editor

A slightly aged and battered Eagle will make a traditional flight one week from tomorrow.
The destination is Holy Cross?Fitton Field to be exact?
but the results, according to the experts, will not be rosy
for B.C.
Successive defeats at the hands the All-American cause of Vin
of Pittsburgh and Boston Univer- Promuto. Vincent recovered six
sity have scissored all hopes for a fumbles in the 1957 B. C. game,
Bowl game and have brought the and ever since then he has been an
enigma of a losing season closer astute combination of Roosevelt
to reality.
Grier and Artie Donovan. Besides
The Crusaders have wandered being biologically impossible, this
through a lack-lustre schedule is a fictitious tale out of school.
which is stigmatized by two losing The athletic acts of Frank Casey
efforts with Penn State and Syra- and Jim O'Brien have been as adept
cuse. The likes of Columbia, and important as those of Holy
Dayton, and Colgate have fallen, Cross's genius.
as expected, however; and the
Along with the capable Promuto
Purple record now stands at 7 are the likes of Center Ken Deswins and 2 losses.
marais, end and Captain Charlie
The game itself will be a rubber Pacunas, and Guard John Carullo.
match for this series which has This stingy line crew have allowed
been permeated by upsets, tragedy,
threats, and good football. Whether
or not the season has turned out
negatively or successfully, the
game has never ceased to be a
magical and evenly played affair.
The line play, despite its lack
of glamor, will be the vital factor
for this 56th football meeting.
The B. C. line, torn asunder by
injuries in its past several games,
promises to be healthy and nasty
for the Purple. Harry Ball's temperamental ankle has been lured
into shape and the vulnerable right
tackle spot should be sound again.
Frank Casey, Terry Glynn, and
Tony Laßosa, who were in pitiful
condition after their meeting with
8.U., are hale, hearty, and hungry.
When this line is sound (TosiO'Brien-Casey-Glynn-Laßosa BallEisenhauer), there are few elevens
who do any business on the ground
against the Eagles.
Crusaderland is still promoting
-

only sixty yards per game rushing.

With the exception, of course, of

Syracuse and Penn State.
The opposing lines were ranked
even about two weeks ago, but the
Eagles are now injury-less and
thus seem to have the advantage
for their biggest meeting of the
year.
There are various distinctions in
both backfields.

At quarterback the Crusaders
have a motley crew, not one of
whom can measure up to the
standards that surround the talented Italian, John Amabile.
Ken Komodzinski is a fine passer
but can't run; Terry Byron runs
well but can't pass; and the best
of the crew, Dick O'Brien, ruptured
a spleen three Saturdays ago. And
there is the muddled picture.
At the halfback posts, Holy
Cross has the speed, something the
Eagles have been lacking.
(Continued on Page 7)

"U.S. at Economic War"
CBA Honors Group Told
Speaking to the CBA Honors
Program Group Monday evening on
"Foreign Investments of U.S. Firms
in Relation to the Common Market," Mr. Robert Coquilette, an
executive of Dewey & Almy Co.,
stressed the necessity of action on
the part of this nation.
"The United States is at war?
an economic war," he said. "Both
Russia and the European Common
Market are now seriously challenging the economic supremacy of the

United States."

"These two economic rivals of
the United States," Mr. Coquilette
cautioned, "both have advantages
over us because of the special features in their system. Russia has
no capitalistic costs?their costs in
labor and overhead are next to
nothing. The European Common
Market, on the other hand, though
a federation of "capitalist" countries, also has advantages over the
United States."
"Wage rates in Europe are only
Courtesy of Public relations Dept. one-third to one-half as high as
Plaque unveiled last Sunday in those in the United States; corpoFrancis Thompson Room in Bapst. ration taxes in the U.S. are 52%,

while in the Common Market countries they range from practically
none at all in Italy to about 36%
in Germany, averaging out to be
about 15% for the six Common
Market countries."
In discussing the obligation of a
professional manager like himself,
Coquilette pointed out that U.S.
industry is actually being bought
into by the Common Market. "The
professional manager," the speaker
believes, "must make certain that
the stock holders receive the highest return possible on their investment."
This highest return is found in
Common Market countries, where,
for example, steel of comparable
quality to that produced in the
United States, can be purchased
cheaper and shipped to the auto
manufacturers in Detroit at higher
savings than that produced and
purchased in Pittsburgh.
"Although the present U.S. Gross
National Product is about twice
that of the Common Market ($440
billion to $200 billion), neverthe(Continued on Page 3)
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"Wisdom's Earthly Fame" Built
Of Ancient Rock Forms
By ED DUFFY
The cold, grey sea at Plymouth old faces. However, some of the
kindled with the reflection of vol- grey granite in Fulton Hall is a
canic fire, 250 million years ago. more youthful 225 million years
The ruffled shoulder of the land old.
All of the stone buildings on
was burned smooth by the raging
heat exhaled by the earth. As the campus are trimmed with a soft
sea returned to its somber shade, and uniform limestone from Bedhuge walls of granite formed by ford, Indiana. Geologists classify
the volcanic outburst deadened the it in the Mississippian Age of 250
grayness. The walls are not so million years ago. The limestone
smooth today. From these ancient which is noted for its fossil bearrock quarries come the walls of ing characteristics, may hold intermany Boston College buildings.
esting records of some of the less
The evidence for this story was hardy substances of its time.
uncovered by the members of the
It seems that as stones go, the
B.C. Geology Department. Consid- exterior of the campus structures
ering the campus building rocks is in its adolescence. The supports
more than mere protection against of the buildings come from the prethe weather, the geologists, di- Cambrian age in rock evolution, 2
rected by Rev. James W. Skehan, billion years old. The doorsteps are
S.J., probed deep into the age and also of this rock which was traced
origin of the stones. Their re- to the Deer Isle, Me. quarries.
Inside the campus buildings,
searches brought them far beyond
the history of man into the intrica- there is a collection of marble
cies of the evolution of the rock.
quarried in Georgia, Tennessee,
About 250 million years ago, the Vermont, and Italy. The average
Blue Hills and Mountains were age of these rocks is 375 million
gorges through which thundered years old. The Boston College Eagle
rock laden rivers. As the rivers sub- looks down on a granite pillar alsided, the rocks were deposited as most 260 million years old.
One of the best pieces of geologgravel. When Boston College decided to build in stone, builders ical detective work was done in
used this "gravel" for Gasson, tracking down the stone from the
Devlin, and St. Mary's halls and Bapst Library. The first clue was
Bapst Library. Instead of hauling a Congregational Church in Roxstones for miles, as was done for bury built of the same stone. The
the pyramids, workers chopped the bloodhounds sniffed their way to a
stone out of a ledge located where building in Boston and galloped to
Devlin Hall now stands.
a wall near the junction of WashThe volcanic rock from Plymouth ington and Beacon Sts. The deducwas used for the newer campus tion from the evidence located the
buildings. Lyons, Fulton, Campion, common source as a ledge of rock
and Cardinal Cushing Halls wear in back of St. Peter's church in
equally venerable 250 million year Dorchester.

The Lewis Drill Team of Boston
College has marched at several
public functions during the past
few weeks.
Last Sunday the entire team participated in the annual Grover Cronin Santa Claus Parade before
135,000 spectators in Waltham.
Prior to the parade members of the
freshmen team has acted as an
honor guard at the annual Memorial Mass of Sts. Peter and Paul
Parish in South Boston.
On Veterans' Day all the teams
were in the public eye with the varA dramatic moment in the Dramatic Society's dramatic presenta- sity team taking part in the annual
tion of Shakespeare's drama Henry IV, Part I. The show goes on, as it parade and ceremonies at Natick
must, tonight and tomorrow night in Campion Auditorium. Above and the junior varsity and freshcombatants would only answer to the names "Falstaff" and "Douglas", men teams appearing at the Quincy
parade.
displaying emphatic condition of the D. S. cast.

Delta Picks Pledges
The Delta Kappa Chapter of
Delta Sigma Pi, an outstanding
professional fraternity in the field
of Commerce, has recently accepted
twenty-three pledges from the College of Business Administration
and the Department of Economics
in the College of Arts and Sciences. These pledges are currently
engaged in a strenuous but enlightening six week pledge period.
During this necessary program, all
the pledges become acquainted with
the objectives and customs of the
fraternity, which they learn to foster and cherish.
As well as being educated in the
format of fraternity life, the pledges

St. Mark's Academy, the busi-

also contribute their services to social work in and around Boston.
Saturday, October 31st, is a day
that will be remembered for a long
time by all the pledges, who were
up with the birds to engage in a
speedy renovation of the St. Paul's
Rehabilitation Center in Newton. A
long morning was quickly consumed by the energetic pledges who
performed such domestic chores as
washing and waxing floors, washing windows, making beds, and finally painting the floor and ceiling
in the recreation room.
Father Walsh, Director of the
Center, was sincerely impressed by
the work and expressed his deep
thanks to all who participated.

SENIOR PROM
December 11
Sidney Hills Country Club
Ruby Newman and Orchestra
$4 per Couple

ONE ACT PLAY
CONTEST

Deadline Jan. 4, 1960

STRAW VOTE.

Poll the gang...
you'll see. On the campus, too,
where there's life... there's

Budweisen

Business Club
Hears Sullivan

ness education club in the School

of Ed., recently held its first social
meeting of the year. Mr. John Canty, Director of Business Education
in the Boston public schools, spoke
to the members of the great opportunities and needs for teachers in
this field.
Since "business is everybody's
business," the club is not limited to
business Ed. majors only. All students are invited to attend the
Academy's next meeting next Tuesday.

The Semper Fidelis Society, completely reactivated from last year,
held its first meeting last Tuesday.
The club's format still includes
the fine speakers and inspiring
films of other years but a new aspect has been added?social activities!
All Platoon Leader Corps members and Officer Candidate Corps
members and any one interested in
the Marine Corps and in Leatherneckery in general are invited to
attend any of the meetings.
The Officers of the Club are:
President, Daniel Sughrue, CBA
'60; Vice President, Matthew Connolly, CBA '60; Treasurer, Edward
Donahue, CBA '60 and Secretary,
John R. Supple, CBA '60.

For its next meeting, the BusiThe B.C. Film Society will present Arthur Miller's Death of A
Salesman with Frederic March and
Mildred Dunnick tonight in Camtured speaker.
pion 8 at 4:00, 6:30 and 8:30 P.M.
The theme of his lecture will be Admission 50$.
Advertising
one of the many important facets of a successful business Club has invited Mr. John Sul-

livan, advertising manager of Tedeschi's Supermarket, as its fea-

?

ness.
These bi-weekly lectures

Con Howard the Irish Consul in

are only

Boston will visit B.C. on Dec. 2,
one phase of the program offered 1959. He will speak about modern
by the Business Club. Included in Ireland to the Blessed Oliver Plunkits future plans are a tour of a ett Society at 3:00 P.M. in Fulton
Boston newspaper plant, and va- 2.
rious films dealing with the many
phases of the business world.
The meeting will be in Fulton
406 on Monday, November 23rd, at
4:00 P.M. All interested Freshmen
and Sophomore business students
are welcome and urged to attend.

Mr. Howard was born in County
Clare and educated at Dublin University. He has been working for
the Irish Government for the past
13 years. Before coming to Boston
a year ago he worked in the Dept.
of Internal Affairs and the Dept.
of Industry and Commerce.

ATTENTION
SENIOR PROM

-

DECEMBER 11

Make Reservations Now
New Blue-Black Formals For Rental
Special Low Prices

CAPITOL FORMAL SHOP

1357 Commonwealth Ave.
Phone AL 4-2770
Ailston, Mass. 7 minutes from Lake St.
For Discount Tickets See Tony Anderson CBA '61
?

"The 60's Are Here"
For the Best Deal on a
FALCON or FORD
See BILL ELBERY, CBA 60

ELBERY MOTOR CO., INC.
360 River St., Cambridge
Call Me At Kl 7-3820 or Kl 7-6949
KING OF BEERS

?

ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC.

?

ST. LOUIS

?

NEWARK

?

LOS ANGELES

?

MIAMI TAMPA
?

©ij*
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Rt. Rev. T. J. Riley

B.C. Spirit Identified
With Cross Stickers

Finance Club

Auxiliary Bishop

Who says today's younger geneRt. Rev. Thomas J.
'22,
ration never displays any imagina- will be consecrated asRiley,
Boston's
or
industry?
tion
third Auxiliary Bishop on Dec. 21.
Some mentor in the Gold Key
Noted for his wit and humor while
Society is displaying just such at 8.C., Bishop Riley is one
of the
tendencies, in the best traditions outstanding writers and theoloof Horatio Alger, Willie Sutton,
gians in the Diocese.
Juan Peron, et at. In case you
in 1927 after studying
haven't noticed, this commendable at Ordained
Seminary, Bishop
St.
John's
individual is presently vending Riley earned a Ph.D. in philosophy
"Beat the Cross" automobile at Louvain. He returned to the
stickers in the foyer of Lyons Seminary in 1933 to join its faculty.
cafeteria. In order to encourage Here he spent 25 years of his life,
other students to follow in these first as a Professor of Moral Thegood old American ways, we below ology and Philosophy and later as
present the heart-warming story Vice-Rector and Rector.
of this Gold Key-er.
The new bishop has been a steady
Confronted by the recent rise in contributor to the Pilot for the last
the annual exertion, alias tuition, ten years. He edits the "Questions
our friend, who, because of his and Answers" feature and writes
modesty, shall remain nameless, a column, "Theology for Everyput on his thinking-cap to ponder man." Since March he has been the The College of Business Administration marked its twenty-first anniversary Sunday evening with a reunion banquet in Lyons Hall. The
the possibilities of raising the extra Diocesan Censor of books.
chief speaker of the occasion was CBA Dean Rev. W. Seavey Joyce, S.J.
bank notes. In his ascetic state, The consecration of the new
rivalling in depth that of the bishop will take place on Dec. 21
greatest Madison Avenue mystics, at Holy Cross Cathedral. Cardinal
he was inspired by the thought of Cushing will anoint his new bishop.
the stickers. Then following in the
footsteps of the masters of laissezfaire capitalism, he stealthfully
ventured out to obtain a campus
monopoly on this commodity. He
managed to corner the market with
amazingly little difficulty, and also
obtained from the administration
an edict prescribing each and every
student to purchase and display
prominently at least two of the
stickers. If a student fails to do so,
he will be adjudged guilty of an
acute lack of school spirit and he
will have to take all his meals in
the local gourmet-haven, the
boarders "dining" room.
In conclusion, we think it certain
that all students will purchase the
stickers, if not out of dread of the
unimaginable torture of the punishment, at least out of admiration for
the initiative of the brilliant undergraduate responsible for this venture. Also, the purchase of the
stickers is in a small way a display
of school spirit. Price:
cash
American ?no credit or checks
accepted.

C.B.A. Frosh Election
Primary to Be Dec. 3
C.B.A. Freshman elections will
be held on Dec. 10. Students are requested to procure their applications for candidacy at the registrar's office of Fulton, beginning
Monday, Nov. 16. Nominees should
return these applications by Nov.
27, with a page-long autobiography
incorporating their objectives and
qualifications with their background.

Primaries have been delayed to
Dec. 3 with final voting the following Thursday, Dec. 10, in order to
provide freshmen with the opportunity to become better acquainted.
The government welcomes energetic and responsible candidates
and urges numerous applications.

"U.S. at Economic War"...
(Continued from Page

1)

.

The initial social event of the
Boston College Graduate School
will be held Friday, Nov. 20 at
Alumni Hall. This will be the first
opportunity for all the grad students to meet one another in an
informal atmosphere of music and
dancing. In addition to these features, there will be a "cocktail
lounge" for conversation.
All 800 graduate students, from
the depths of the labs and stacks,
are invited to this initial social.
The grads guarantee a gala evening to the faculty as well as to
the students.

terests in the Market along Amer-

ican lines.

"Today, it is necessary," he aseven the people in
the lowest corporate echelon be
both fluent in foreign languages
and proficient in their respective
skills so that the American business concern they work for and
represent may be looked upon in
the proper perspective by these
foreign competitors."
Mr. Coquilette's speech was well

serted, "that

'"

392 Harvard St., Brookline
AS 7-1312

TERRANOVA BROS.
Barber Shop
372 Washington St.
Brighton Center
CREW-CUTS AND
FLATTOPS OUR
SPECIALTY

V \u25a0
MEN'S WEAR
Invites you

to

and try on our
Natural Shoulder

Flap Pockets, Patch Pockets

Specializing
in College Haircuts
Special Discount

to

College Students

1930 BEACON ST., CLEVELAND CIRCLE
Entrance Through Gift Shop

Gifts for All Occasions
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Tweeds, Stripes,

Finance.
Mr. Frederick W. Swaesey an
alumnus of Babson Institute '53
will speak at the coming meeting.
Mr. Swaesey's career began in the
National Shawmut Bank of Boston
where he was employed in the Research Dept. He later transferred
to the Petroleum Industry, and has
since advanced to the Status of
Investment Portfolio Manager. He
is now Assistant Trust Officer on
the Investment Trust Committee,
a committee for the investigation
of stocks and publication of those
deemed suitable for Trust Investment.
Due to private research Mr.
Swaesey has become a specialist
in the field of oil. His talk on Monday is entitled "The Petroleum
Industry."
The moderator for this meeting
is Rev. John J. Collins; presiding,
Albert Bernazani.

erson College.
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Nealy (A&S '60), and Kevin Byrne
(A&S '61), President and VicePresident of the Debating Society,
will represent Boston College at
the third annual Jesuit College
Debate Tournament at Loyola University in Chicago. Speaking on the
subject of "The Powers of the
Supreme Court" they will engage
in six contests with other Jesuit
institutions from all parts of the

country.
On next Monday, at 4:00 P.M.
in Gasson 305 and 301, the Society
will meet Newman Prep on the
topic of Capital Punishment. Representing B.C. will be Patrick
Brosnan, Doug Magde, Francis
Mahoney, and Jim Bolger, all of
the class of '63. All visitors are

welcome.

This past Saturday at the New
England Forensic League competition at Tufts University B.C. split
even in six contests.
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Antarctic expedition?
2 What is the ideal temperature at which
beer should be chilled for perfect flavor?
* s Knickerbocker Beer the
3[quenchingest taste in town?
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On next Friday and Saturday
Nov. 26th and 27th, John R. Mc-
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Debate Tournament
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Loyola Univ. Hosts

1 What was tn e reason for including beer
among the provisions of the 1939 Byrd
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Sport Coats and Blazers

Solids,

C

come in

olives, greens, greys, browns
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Doctor Clara M. Siggins highlighted the opening meeting of the
English Academy of the School of
Nursing with a lecture on the play
"J.8." and the philosophy of suffering. Following the meeting, there
was a reception held at Glenda Farrell's home for the new members.
Lately the academy has attended
the production of "An Enemy of
the People" written by Henrik
Ibsen and brought up to date by
Arthur Miller. The play depicted
political implications not remote
from our own here in America.
Future plans include:
November 15?Guest Speaker Dr.
Bernard Farragher of B.C. English
Department: "The Artist-Hero in
Modern Fiction." Reception at the
home of Kathleen Jacey.
December 13
Guest speaker Dr.
Richard Hughes, Chairman B.C.
English Department. Reception at
home of Eileen Kinsella.
January 17
Guest Speaker Dr.
John McAleer of B.C. English Department: "The Beatniks-Saints
Without Sanity." Reception at Em-

*?»-

.

renowned poet.

A meeting of the Finance Club
of Boston College will be held next
Monday at 3 p.m. The meeting will
be the third in a series featuring
notable speakers from the field of

First Graduate English Acad.
School Dance Ever Begins Program

less, it is conceivable that in the
future, the accelerated momentum
of the Common Market could crush
Gold Plaque Unveiled
the American economy unless
American business agents guide
(Continued from Page 1)
received by his audience and his
tween the poet and Wilfred Mey- and refrain from exploiting the examining of both the "Pros" and
Market
economy,"
he
declared.
nell, publisher and future benefac"Cons" met with the full approval
Concluding his address, Mr. Cotor. The context is pathetically
quilette set down two main prin- of his hearers.
amusing and serves to illustrate
the condition in which Thompson ciples which he felt must be obeyed
if the U.S. is to avoid being crushed
found himself before Meynell beby the fast-rising Common Market
"I
friended him.
must ask pardon
for the soiled state of the manu- Economy. In the first place, U.S.
script," he writes, "It is due not businessmen and legislators must
to slovenliness, but to the strange be aware of the situation in Eurplaces and circumstances under ope. They must take care lest the
U.S. by taken in by its own "native
which it has been written."
altruism" of doing good for others
Thompson ends his note, "yours and expecting
nothing in return.
with little hope, Francis Thompson. Europeans now call
us "suckers"
P.S.: Kindly address your rejection for this. Secondly, U.S. businessthe
Charing
to
Cross Post Office." men should become involved in the
In relation to the Thompson cen- Common Market. They should entennial, a collection edited by Fr. deavor to guide their business ing'
\u25a0"\ 1 \
I
Connolly will be published this
week entitled "The Real Robert
Wanted: B. C. students
Louis Stevenson and Other Critical
to
wear our Tuxedos at all
Essays by Francis Thompson." It
their formal affairs.
contains newly identified paperspoetry, articles, and letters by the
BROOKLINE FORMAL WEAR
..

Meets Monday
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TowertoTwn
By PETER DEE

SILENT MIGHT
LONELY NIGHT

"Silent Night, Lonely Night" is nothing more than
a two-hour discussion between a lonely man and an
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
equally lonely woman. It is just one big exposition
HERE AT B.C.
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
scene, in which the two people keep telling more and
tomorrow
Tonight
night
long
performances
and
are the
awaited
College Publishers Representatives
more about their past life, their past mistakes and
SAN FRANCISCO of Shakespeare's Henry IV, presented by the Boston College Dramatic their ill-chosen doctrines. There is a message hidden
CHICAGO
BOSTON
LOS ANGELES
420 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Society. This play, after many months of preparation, will feature somewhere in the tons of dialogue that keep crushing
Jim O'Hearn, Larry Gleason, and Kevin Byrne, in addition to many audience enthusiasm down, along the line that it's
Boston College veterans and a number of newcomers to the B. C. dangerous to live by a code of purity and equally
stage. The curtain rises at 8:30 and admission is only one dollar. This dangerous to live without any code at all. There are
is one you don't want to miss.
lines to the effect that "there's morality because
Fahey,

By JACK McNEALY and BRENDA CROWLEY

S.J.

DIAMOND

JUBILEE

A first in Boston College history is realized tonight when the
students of the Graduate School hold a social get-together at Alumni
Hall from 8 to 1. Dancing and a general get-acquainted evening is in
store for all graduate students and faculty.
decades
before
Father
Gasson
purchased
Three
Another in the fine series of films sponsored by the Boston Colland later to become University Heights, another
lege
Film Society, Death of a Salesman, will be shown this evening
learning
was
estabhigher
Catholic institution of
lished nearby. The institution, however, has enjoyed in Campion 8 at 4, 6:30 and 8:30.
a special function: preparing young men to serve the
AND ELSEWHERE
people as parish priests.
The Senior Class of Emmanuel College invites the B. C. Seniors
For the past twenty-five years, St. John's Seminary has grown from a single building and a hand- to a supper mixer to be held this Sunday evening from 7 to 11 in
Marian Hall. Refreshments and dancing are the order of the night.
ful of faculty members to its present campus with
Chi Rho activities are in the news again. There will be a gigantic
fifty
faculty
members.
In
recent
buildings
ten
and
dance
on next Friday evening at the Hotel Somerset. Admission is $1
years St. John's has seen an annual enrollment of
and the music is provided by Jerry Davis
St. Catherine's Chi Rho
four
hundred
and
five
hundred
seminarians.
between
of Norwood will hold a Jazz Concert at the new School Hall on WedBefore 1940 most of the students entering the sem- nesday evening from 8 to 11. Donation is $1, and the music will feainary had studied at Boston College, while others ture Tom Anastas and his orchestra . .
This Sunday evening at the
were students of other Catholic colleges.
Westbrook Country Club in Billerica, St. Peter's Chi Rho of CamAt the diamond jubilee luncheon held at Roberts bridge will have a Dixieland Jazz Festival. Admission is one dollar
Center last week, Fr. Rector observed that 1300 B.C. for music 7:30 to 11:30.
alumni have prepared for the sacred priesthood. Of
these, over six hundred are among the 2200 ordained IN TOWN
through our diocesan seminary.
Star-studded is the word for the new musical opening at the
Although the primary function of St. John's has Shubert December 2. Ginger Rogers and Agnes Moorehead lead the
Jungle, playing here for a week and a half
Tuesbeen to prepare students for parish work, it has en- cast of The Pink
day, November 24, Janet Gaynor opens in The Midnight Sun at the
joyed a reputation over the years for promoting a
. Continuing at the Colonial is Silent Night, Lonely Night
special interest in the foreign missions. Through the Wilbur
with Barbara Bel Geddes and Henry Fonda.
Hogan,
one
influence of the first rector, Fr. John
With the theatre season showing signs of slowing down at the
of the early students, James Anthony Walsh, decoming of the Holiday season, the movie situation is better than ever.
veloped an interest and zeal in missionary work and Charlton Heston plays the title role in MGM's Ben Hur, opening at
was later to become co-founder and first superior of the Saxon on Tuesday .
. Excitement is in store for those who see
Maryknoll. More recently Cardinal Cushing has car- The Wreck of the Mary Deare, now at the Loew's Orpheum, starring
. Pillow Talk is still holding
ried out the missionary program, at first with his Gary Cooper and Charlton Heston
"lend-lease" program to help dioceses in need of forth at the Metropolitan with Doris Day and Rock Hudson . . And
priests, and later with the establishment of the So- of course don't miss Porgy and Bess at the Astor.
ciety of St. James the Apostle, which has sent a
number of St. John's graduates to an area with the SPORTS
The Celtics meet the Syracuse Nationals tonight and the Philagreatest need for priests, South America.
Warriors on Wednesday evening at 8 P.M. . . The Bruins
delphia
played
a part in
Boston College is proud to have
Detroit tonight, Toronto tomorrow night, New York on Thanksthe growth of St. John's through the years. Not only meet
giving night, and Montreal a week from Sunday night. The Bruins'
has the university prepared many of her students Sunday games start at 7:30 and the others at 8 P.M. All the Bruins'
for later studies at the seminary, but has also supand Celtics' games above are at the Garden.
plemented the education of our diocesan priests with
special training in social work, education and other NEXT WEEKEND
fields. It is our wish that the cooperation between
is the weekend that just about all B.C. waits for, the Holy Cross
the two institutions will continue for years to come. weekend. On Friday night is the monstrous Gold Key Float Parade
from Cleveland Circle to Roberts Center. Floats have been entered
by numerous campus organizations, and a prize will be given to the
outstanding float
.
The parade will be followed by a huge rally
in Roberts Center.
One of the principal assets of any university toThen, of course, after the Game at Worcester, the Sub Turri holds
day is an efficient and adequate library system. Its the annual Victory Dance at the main Ballroom of the Sheraton
importance in academic training cannot be too Plaza Hotel in downtown Boston. Dancing will be to the music of the
and don't miss out on
.
strongly emphasized. And yet for many years at great Harry Marshard and his Orchestra
Boston College we have witnessed a system that your last chance to get "Beat Holy Cross" stickers in the foyer of
Caf.
was slow to develop and to progress as the needs of the
the university changed. For this reason it is heartwarming to note the installation of the rather elaborate, but effective, new lighting system. This, we
may note, is but one of the many changes to be efTo the Editor:
fected by Father Brendan Connolly, our new libraWe believe the time has come to stop the various rumors which
rian. In carrying out plans earlier formulated by Fr. have been circulating concerning the identity of the Muffin Man. The
T. L. Connolly, the new librarian has admitted to the idea was created as a publicity stunt for the Dramatic Society's prostacks all of the honor students. And it is his hope duction of Henry IV, Part One. The Muffin Man refers to Falstaff;
that all students will have free access to the stacks In Act V, Scene 3 we find Falstaff saying concerning his misbegotten
soldiers, "I have led by rage o'muffins where they're peppered." So
in the near future.
A further note of encouragement is the appoint- all those false claims about the Muffin Man are nothing but an enment by Fr. Connolly of an undergraduate library largement of a small publicity gimmick.
We, cordially, invite everyone to come and see the real Muffin
committee to act as an advisory group regarding the
needs of the students and library policies. These are, Man, tonight and tomorrow night in Campion Hall at 8:30 P.M. in
indeed, signs of progressive thinking and, we hope, Shakespeare's Henry IV, Part One.
Thank you,
indications of further cooperation between the library and students.
Boston College Dramatic Society
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SOME NEEDED CHANGES
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there's no opportunity or courage to be otherwise,"
and "why does it sound prudish to be proper today?"
But these thoughts are only half-pursued and ultimately smothered under more questions and more
comments until one wonders how this play could have
possibly been called "Silent Night."
The story is presented in a small New England
town at Christmas Eve. The action (what little there
is) occurs in the woman's room in a pleasant colonial
inn. At curtain rise the woman is discovered playing
solitaire before a fireplace. The chambermaid brings
her her dinner, then leaves her alone. The woman sits
at her little table, starts to cry, and then yells "Help"
to the emptiness of her room. The man in the apartment next door comes in to find out why, and for an
act and a half she tells him about her rocky marital
situation, he tells her about his insane wife, while they
both inwardly debate whether they should spend the
night together, and then they talk about that for a
while. Finally they do, and the audience can't help
feeling relieved to see something come into contact
besides emotional verbs and nouns. The next morning
the woman greets him with lines like "I'll never consider this adultery," to which he gallantly replies,
"Thank you." But in the end, when her little boy
comes from the neighboring boarding school to pick
her up so they can fly to London to meet the head
of the family, the woman, with new-found courage,
realizes she must leave. She is cheated of saying goodbye to the man next door because he is on the phone
talking to his insane wife. (She has good days now
and then.) The woman listens to him talk for a while,
then she exits, knowing that life must go on. So, truly,
it must, but it's too bad that the play ever did.
Author Robert Anderson will disappoint a lot of
people with his new play, especially after his success
with "Tea and Sympathy." His sensitivity in writing
is still present to a very moving extent in a few brief
scenes, but in this work he seems to be too deeply
caught up in what he is saying, and whether he should
agree with Sigmund Freud or not. His thoughts are
probing and applicable to our age; marriages are failing, people are desperately lonely, and too many people lack a strong enough faith to hold them up through

crisis. But Mr. Anderson tells you this instead of
showing it to you, he makes the great mistake of forgetting that his audience has eyes as well as ears;
they want to see some action, witness a dramatic conflict. It is a play like this that makes one appreciate,
no matter what other faults they may have, the dynamic theatrical writings of Mr. Anderson's contemporaries, Tennessee Williams and William Inge.

.

.

.

Muffin Man Revealed

Barbara Bel Geddes and Henry Fonda try hard and
perform notably in the leading roles but even this is
not enough to prevent the audience from feeling that
they never got to know these people but only observed their pathetic fumbling through a cold pane
of glass.

Float Parade
H. C. RALLY
and

RALLY DANCE
Nov. 27
VICTORY DANCE
Nov. 28
SHERATON PLAZA
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WBCB-AT LAST

ALI BABA AND
THE 40 TOW TRUCKS
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by RUSSELL FRAZIER

Boston College, in the last two or
three years, has stepped out in
seven-league boots in order to provide certain campus facilities which
many other universities take for
granted. Obscured by the attention
given to the construction of a new
stadium, gym, and rink, and by
the rightful emphasis placed upon
other Boston College activities, the
Boston College broadcast station
has arrived in our midst with
hardly an electromagnetic wave
felt. Nevertheless, this infant radio
station is a significant addition to
the University, for it can, with
sufficient support, become a major
medium of exchange of ideas between Boston College and other
local universities and that portion
of Boston's population which would
listen to and appreciate another
fine college radio station.
It will take time and effort and
lots of student interest and cooperation to develop the present
station into the influential medium
it can be, but the most difficult
step, has been taken, thanks to the
inspiration of two of last year's
graduates, Ed Shaughnessy and
Dick Cronin. These two energetic
individuals and a co-operative administration got the ball rolling
last spring. Supplied with a modest
budget and with equipment originally intended for the audio-visual
department, Ed and Dick and their
cohorts revamped the studio, reconditioned the equipment, and handled the necessary business trans-

actions. During- the past summer,
when most of us were out of hearing of the tower bells, Brian Counihan, the present station manager,
and Ed Toomey whiled away their
summer at the station probing their
productive imaginations for an
attractive but realistic program
schedule. The station now boasts a
well-balanced programming which
has been encouragingly received by
many of the dorm students. WBCB's
weekly program listing can be
found in last week's Heights along
with some "overly generous" remarks.
Usually the station's tubes begin
to glow at 4:00 each weekday afternoon and flicker out sometime before midnight. WBCB in this period
features a wide range of music
extending from the better-popular
music to the finest classical music.
Excluded, fortunately or unfortunately, is the "not-so-good" popular
music. The station possesses a wellstocked library which enables the
staff to put together feature programs upon occasion, e.g., a Hawaiian hour, a South American hour,
and several modern-jazz programs.
Besides music programs, the station's management includes broadcasts of an informative nature such
as newscasts and frequent weather
reports. The dormitory students
have a program of their own in
which they discuss matters pertinent to the boarders as well as to
the University as a whole. This
program is, in germinal form, an

example of the on-the-spot communication that is possible between
Boston College and its neighbors.
The station's staff supplies, also,
a number of sports programs
which keep the listener up to date
on college and professional sports
events.

In keeping with the principle of
balanced programming, the station
manager, Brian Counihan, anticipates the addition of a panel-discussion program and, "in the near
future," a quiz show to which a
studio audience will be invited
with the "possibility of some audience participation." Immediate
goals such as these contemplated
shows indicate the willingness and
necessary imagination that has
characterized the growth of Boston
College's number one radio station.
In signing off, mention must be
made of WBCB's moderator, Fr.
Daniel Saunders, whose advice and
abilities are always at the service
of the station management whenever complications arise ?an inevitable occurrence during the
adolesence of a radio station.
The

of WBCB on
provides an excellent opportunity for university expansion;
and, just as important, it provides
a means of expression for the

presence

campus

student whose interests lie either
in the technical end of radio or in
the programming end. WBCB is a
welcome supplement to the fine
education offered on the Hill.

ON CENSORSHIP
by JOSEPH G. M. VIDALI

Recent discussion on the limitations of censorship exercised
through statute law have made it
plain that in our pluralistic society
the individual citizen is thrown
back on himself for defense against
many moral assaults which are
directed at him and his family and
neighbors. Admittedly, the civil law
is an inadequate instrument for the
protection of a citizen from the
seduction of mind to which he is
subjected by widespread printed
and pictorial pornography. This
leaves the merchants of that
product gleeful in their legal unrestraint. Their concern is more with
the opposition which citizens in
various neighborhoods pose by joint
efforts to maintain a level of decency in the area in which they live.
Such public-opinion projects, however, are also limited in their effectiveness against this massively
mounted assault. For they cannot
outwit the bootlegger mentality
which hides things under counters
and conceals them in closets.
With such advantages possessed
by the attackers and their deluded
victims, a greater burden rests on
each individual to guard himself
and those whom he personally influences against this invasion of
his self-possession by profit-seeking pornographers.

sion has recently announced a plan
to televise short, vivid urgings to
citizens to protect themselves
against get-rich-quick investment
schemes which sharp promoters
wave before eyes that are fascinated by easy wealth. And Smokey
the Bear has for years been pleading with each American to defend
himself and his nation's resources
from the strange fascination of
carefree use of fire.
For an informed Catholic there
is ready at hand a concrete form of
self-defense against the superficial fascination of pornography.
The weapon is nothing less than
personal cultivation of what may
good
be termed "supernatural
taste." The thing to do is to maintain an intellectual as well as a
volitional aversion for the caricature of man which pornographers
publish for their profit. Their work
is to turn rational, Christ-related
mankind into the image of keyholepeepers and reachers in the dark.
Such religiously
based good
taste will also expose the fallacy
which has been indulged in by some
recent reviewers of pornographic
writings. The critics have complained of the monotonous sameness in lecherous writings, and have
called, not for an end to them, but
Need for this personal sort of for some new emotional profundity
self-defense is recognized in other in the presentation of their themes.
spheres of danger to personal wellSuch reviewers have not yet disbeing in this country. The U.S. covered that their boredom is sympathetic of the disappointment and
Securities and Exchange Commis-

To the Editor:
This letter is in reference to the
article entitled "Collegiate Castes"
written by Mr. Jack McNealy. I
know Mr. McNealy and have a
large amount of respect for him.
However, I feel that, since he did
present the two business fraternities in a ridiculous light to the
student body, you should print this
letter out of justice and fair play
to show the students what a "pledge
period" really is.
I am a "pledge" of one of these
fraternities, Alpha Kappa Psi, and
I want to demonstrate to you why
I am proud beyond words to be a
"pledge."
The "pledge period" is a time
when the brothers of the fraternity
can get to know the "pledges," or
future brothers, by demanding certain performances or assignments

Letter

to be carried out by the "pledge."

This knowledge and understanding
each has of the other is very important for an active and successful
organization.
This period is important most of
all to "pledges," for all during this
time they learn humility, which
Christ himself taught; obedience,
an important requisite to becoming
a leader of men; knowledge of the
customs, rules and regulations of
his fraternity; awareness of the
part he plays in society through
various professional experiences,
and loyalty to the fraternity and,
more important, to the University.
All incidentals occuring during the
pledge period are secondary and do
not enter into an intelligent analysis of the facts. The obvious reason

is that human nature is involved.
We know from educational expe-

by GEORGE
In case you did not notice, MayorJohn Collins used a fairly familiar
melody as his rallying march in
the late campaign. This song was
previously known in the more refined circles as "For Boston," and
it seems to me that we might follow
our song with a well-placed shaft
of complaint. This is therefore a
sort of open letter to the mayor,
and reading it should produce the
usual delicious pleasure associated
with the perusal of another's mail.
To begin with, Mr. Mayor, you
no doubt realize the existence of a
large group of interested Boston
citizens, known as the Chamber of
Commerce. This group, by means
of advertising, yearly undertakes
to attract to Boston all forms of
conventions, as well as tourists,
shoppers, and theatre-goers. It publicizes the historical points of interest to be found in this area, the
professional athletic clubs, and the
myriad cultural activities of the
Hub. It points with becoming modesty to the varied stores and fine
hotels, and it probably succeeds in
bringing to Boston a large amount
of revenue. What it does not mention
understandable enough is
the strange situation existing here,
in which larcenous men steal automobiles from private citizens, under the very eyes of the police.
Now, it can hardly be denied that
the sudden and unexplained disappearance of one's automobile comes
as a great shock to the majority of
owners. Generally speaking, most
people take good care of their cars,
since the machines represent most
of their life's blood, and it startles
them no end to learn that their
pampered chariots have been
broken into with tire irons, rudely
hoisted into the air, and dragged
protesting through the streets, with
automatic transmissions howling in
expensive agonies. It is even more
amazing to hear that the police
investigate, as well as oversee,
these acts, and it is quite enough
to make a man think twice before
coming back to Boston for another
round with the wreckers.
This situation, then, brings up a
number of points, and if I may
hold the floor for a moment longer,
I would like to discuss them. First
of all, this strategy would seem to
be somewhat high-handed, if not
?

?

frustration that lies in wait for any
hopeful reader of pornography.
"Supernatural good taste" in a
man will lead him to see and to
despise in pornographic writings
the ugly image of defacement. That
defacement may be executed with
a show of wit in a roguishly playful spirit. The result, however, is
as stark a ruin as was the ruin
of a lovely living room pictured
recently in a press photo. This was
the work of two roguish boys of
six and seven years, who ripped
upholstery, smashed ornaments,
and daubed syrup and catsup
over the ruins. Other moods may
govern the pornographer as he
writes or pops a flash bulb,
a
mood of bold self-assertion or one
of despair and tantrums,?but his
work ever and always ends in being
a defacement of what is in reality
magnificent. Pornographers rip at,
smash and daub over what God has
committed to man's care, a power To the Editor:
Since I graduated from B.C. in
to give life, a power designed for
reverent exercise in a milieu of 1956 I have travelled all over the
congenial but responsibility-laden face of this earth?to at least three
out of the four corners and when
commitment.
No civil censor can hold men to I return to B.C. occasionally for a
such a concept nor can neighborly reunion or for one function or
always discouraged
decency articulate it. Only within another, I am
complete lack of courtesy,
the Christian individual, within his at the
couth, finesse, social grace (or
family environment, and in a comwhatever) displayed by recent and
munity like ours of Christians pronot-so-recent Boston College gradfessedly seeking truth can such a uates.
weapon of self-defense be forged.
At this point in civilization
Mr. Clean cannot help much here. should it be necessary that an inSupernatural elbow grease is in- stitution of higher learning include
dicated.
within its mandatory courses of
instruction a few semester hours in
the obviously highly technical field
of social manners? And if so, why
should it have to be compulsory for
students at a great and ever expanding university like B.C.
rience that we cannot use human
Or is that the problem right
nature as a base or proof of an there? Are bricks being laid upon
argument.
bricks with absolutely no further
I hope that by my brief explana- thought to graduating intelligent
tion of the purpose of the "pledge social beings?
period" Mr. McNealy and the stuWhy is it that after being literdent body will finally see the clear
ally "thrown in" with all types of
facts which have been in front of
ethnic groups in practically every
their eyes for some time.
country in Europe and the CarriThe fact remains, I feel I'm one bean, and America, I have to come
of the luckiest men in school to be back
to Alumni Hall eventually and
chosen as a pledge in Alpha Kappa watch supposed "gentlemen" in
Psi. As for my pledge pin, it sym- action ? .
And the worst of it
bolizes all I am working and striv- all is that I have to admit that
ing for, and I wear it proudly on some of my fellow alumni are
my chest. Also, Mr. McNealy, I graduates
of B.C. and then just
would be ready and anxious to sit back and await the inevitable
answer any question you may have query: "Brother! What kind of
concerning my fraternity sans fear guys do they turn out up there at
of "losing my notebook."
8.C.?"
Mario A. Dißelardino
Let's get hot! ! It's clearly too
C.B.A. 1962
late to educate most of the present
?

V. HIGGINS
downright unethical. For, while it
is a crime to park in restricted
areas, it is also a crime to mutilate
private property, and I, for one,
consider the forcing of windows and
the damage of transmissions to be
mutilation. True, the deeds are condoned by law, but there have been
unjust laws before, and no jurist
would ever plead that one crime
excuses

another.

Secondly this practice discourages people from the use of Boston
stores, Boston theatres, and Boston
athletic arenas. If kept up long
enough, the streets of the city will
be more than clear?they will be

deserted.

Thirdly, the very act of removal
of these cars usually results in a
traffic snarl extending four blocks
in each direction of the compass.
Such operations on Kneeland Street
for example, have blocked passage
for ten and fifteen minutes at a
time. This of course, is a pretty bit
of illogic, whereby the clearing of
the street results in a monstrous
blockage on three or four other
avenues.

Finally it cannot be argued that
the presence of municipal parking
garages eliminates the necessity of
on-street parking, and there are
several reasons for this: for one
thing, the cars cannot be locked in
these places, and the keys must be
left in the ignition. This allows a
disreputable crew of frustrated
bulldozer drivers to slam other
people's cars around, and they have
a fine time doing it. Then, too, the
buildings are usually filled, often
when they are most needed. Finally,
it is utterly impractical to leave
one's car in such a place when only
a few moments are needed for an
errand; it takes more time to park
the car than it does to accomplish

one's business.
Thus it seems to me, Mr. Mayor,
that certain reforms are indicated,

and I am sure that a sincere interest on your part would do much
to bring them about. There has
been quite enough of this legalized
vandalism and thievery, and it is
time it was corrected. For it must
be conceded that Boston struggled
along for years without this towing
law
there must be other means
whereby the streets may be kept
clear for traffic. As the song says,
Mr. Mayor, let's find it, For Boston.
?

From an Alumnus

.

.

products that are fortunate to be
numbered among the alumni of
Boston College, but the present
student body at B.C. can definitely
make things a lot more enjoyable
for themselves in the future by
just practicing an ounce of 20th
century living now. It will surely

become habit-forming and in the
years to come the general atmosphere around the Heights will certainly be more of a pleasure than
a drag.

How many times have we heard
B.C. students and alumni riding
other universities and colleges in
our area? Let's hold up a minute
or two here and look around us. It
doesn't take any super-intelligence
to arrive at the conclusion that instead of "riding" and down-rating"
or "low rating" we should rather
be studying our rivals and hoping
that we may be able to discover
just what that little thing is that
enables the other groups to behave
like civilized, well-mannered people.
And really, it looks so easy?they
get along so effortlessly.
A couple of instances which have
occurred within a very brief period
have kindled this letter and several
more have fueled it well. I could
easily enumerate but I would rather
not at this time.
This letter may never reach the
pages of the "Heights," and I am
not one to check to see. Perhaps
this will cause a bit of serious
thought on the part of the editors
of the "Heights," and who knows
an interesting discussion or a
series of well-aimed editorials may
evolve from this.
.

.

.

Discouraged Alumnus
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B. U. TOPPLES
EAGLES, 26-7
Boston University ended a long
period of frustration last Saturday,
and proceeded to cause some of
their own as they romped to a 26-7

decision over B.C.
The last twenty-two years have
found the Terriers on the short end
of the score in the traditional battle with their cross-town rivals.
Game number eleven, however, did
not follow true to form.
The first three minutes of the
game looked like old times to the
BU Homecoming day crowd, when
Lou Kirouac recovered a Terrier
fumble on the 32.
Tom Casey ripped off five yards,
and this along with a 15-yard penalty for unsportsmanlike conduct
put the ball on the 10. Bobby Perrault went for five. Then Casey
completed the march with a slant
off tackle and a quick 6-0 lead.
Kirouac's "automatic" conversion
increased the lead by one.
This completed the BC scoring
for a very cloudy afternoon.
For the next fifty-seven minutes
BU played like the Lambert trophy
winner. BC did not.
Midway through the first stanza,
Etoo DiNitto started to pick the
BC pass defense apart. Eight of his
first ten tosses were successful.
Two of these led to the first BU
score. A 15-yard pass to Pat McCue
put the ball on the 32, in the first
leg of a 40-yard march.
McCue, who had either a contagious malady, or an excessive
amount of talent, was alone as he
received another DaNitto pass on
the three. Paul Canero eventually
went one yard to narrow the count
to 7-6. A two point conversion plan
failed and the Eagles had the lead
as the second fifteen-minute segment began.
Tommy Caito (and where is the
Green Hornet?) achieved a brief
spell of immortality by recovering
a BC bobble on the visitor's 33.
Sophomore quarterback Jackie
Farland ran a bootleg on the first
play and earned 15 yards for his
efforts. On a third and five from
the 13, Farland was trapped by
several BC linemen in the backfield. Butterfingers were prevalent,
however, and Jackie managed a
pass to an uncovered McCue in the
end zone for six unexpected points.
Bradley's conversion ran it up to
13-7.
Reality finally struck BC in the
face, and the Eagles, with a perfect quarterback by the name of
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Amabile, moved 70 yards, to the

BU six. Perfection had

a

and right into the hands of Paul
Canero. Canero, the best man on
the field this shocking day, played
Chinese checkers with BC tacklers,
until Hogan finally tripped him up
on the BU 37.
The second half produced 13
points for BU and the aforementioned frustration for the unsuspecting visitors from the Heights.
A Terrier voyage which began
on the BU 41 ended on the BC 17
very nicely indeed, for BU, as
George Bradley connected for a
seventeen yard field goal. The advantage was now nine points.
BC showed signs of life at the
end of the third period. They
marched 58 yards to the BU 24 and
there was color in cheeks of the old
grads, who were silently planning
the beheading of Mike Holovak.
On fourth down, however, BU's
Gene Prebola deflected a Van Cott
pass, and this was the death knell
for BC.
After five minutes of the fourth
quarter, Bradley's itchy toe performed nobly once more from the
17, and an increase to 19-7. Canero
was the body and soul of the final
drive which ended the day's scoring. Paul intercepted an Amabile
pass on the BU 20 and raced 35
yards to the BC 45, where he was
finally caught, after a talented display of broken field running.
DeNitto then threw a 15-yarder
to the amazing Canero who carried
to the BC 33. Next he went around
left end for a short and sweet journey to the 13. Down and out he
went on the next play, and DeNitto
was true with a bullet pass for the
TD. Bradley's eighth point wrapped
it up, 26-7.
GRID NOTES: The man who stood
out for BC in the BU game was
Ross O'Hanley. Ross was in on 18
tackles and broke up four passes
in a defensive masterpiece.
A seasoned fullback could have
made a big difference for the
Eagles. A Robotti or Moretti would
have been invaluable for the many
third and fourth down situations
which called for one or two yards.
Jackie Farland played a whale
of a game for BU, but he seems to
have missed his vocation in life.
Farland fractured his leg in the
final period, and normally would
have remained in seclusion with a
few thousand sedatives. Not old
Jack! He made a "this is your life"
project out of the whole thing by
hobbling back to the BU bench before the game ended. The homecoming day crowd gave him a big
cheer, as Jack swallowed the big
lump in his throat, and dreamed of
Hollywood. Percy Kilbride, beware!
A tip of the Heights hat to John
Gilooly of the Boston Record for a
well-appreciated defense of Mike
Holovak. See, you skeptics, I'm not
alone.
?Phil Langan

WORLD'S FINEST

DIXIELAND
(Tues. thru Sun. Nites)
at
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HOTEL BUCKMINSTER
KENMORE SQUARE
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Oceanport, N. J.

Pawtucket, R. I.
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lapse at this point. Amabile's pass
intended for Vin Hogan fell short
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FROSH ELEVEN
HUMBLE CROSS

By PAUL
The Boston College Freshman Football team completed an undefeated season by trouncing the Holy
Cross Frosh, 43-19. Coach Emerson Dickie had every
available player see action, in an effort to hold down
the score.
The Cross took an early lead when a bad pass
from center on fourth down put the ball on the BC
27-yard line. Three plays later, Tom Hennessey
scored. The extra point attempt was blocked by John
Flanagan and Larry Hines. Two minutes later the
very same Hennessey intercepted a John Daly pass
and raced 45 yards for his second touchdown. The
conversion attempt failed. But the Eaglets came
roaring back. Bill Flanagan gained 5 yards and Bill
Fitzpatrick drove for 9 more. An offside penalty
pushed the ball back to the BC 38. Then John Daly
faded back and threw a long pass to Carl Fliegner,
who caught the ball on the 30-yard line and outdistanced the Purple defenders. The play covered 62
yards. The extra point attempt was wide. With 35
seconds to play in the quarter Fliegner punted to
Phil Martorelli, who gathered in the ball on the 48,
reversed his field and streaked down the sideline for
the third HC touchdown. Pat Connors added the extra
point. At the end of the first quarter the score was
HC 19 BC 6.
In the second quarter the BC juggernaut was
on the move. With Guy Garon directing the team,
Bill Fitzpatrick and John Janus carrying the mail,
the Eaglets moved goalward. Garon went to the air,
catching the Cross secondary napping. He hit Art
Graham in the end zone, the play covering 25 yards.
Garon passed to Mike Tomeo for the conversion.
The Eaglets were charged up. Led by Harry Kushigian, the line stopped the Cross running game. On
fourth down, the pass from center sailed over the
kicker's head and out of the end zone for a safety.
The score was now 19-16. Harry Crump gathered in
the kickoff on his own 25 and set sail down the sideline. He almost went all the way, but he was tripped

MUNSEY
up by one of

his own blockers at the HC 38. Three
plays later, John Daly passed to John Flanagan for
36 yards and another score. Janus carried for the
conversion. The Eaglets had taken the lead for the
first time in the game. After the ball had changed
hands a few times, Holy Cross was faced with a
fourth down and 23 on its own 6. Quarterback Jim
Lang gambled on a long pass that was incomplete.
BC took over and needed only one play as Captain
Mike Tomeo slashed over for the touchdown. The
half ended with BC ahead 30-19.
Early in the third period the Purple fumbled, the
ball being recovered by John Flanagan on the HC
40. Bill Flanagan (no relation) roared through the
Cross defense before being dragged down from behind on the 10. Faking a pass, Guy Caron swept over
for the touchdown. BC kicked off to Bob Burke, who
fumbled on the 27. John Janus made the recovery,
which set up the final score of the afternoon. Garon,
back to pass, was rushed hard; as he was being
tackled, he wobbled a pitchout to a surprised Harry
Crump. Harry ran right through the equally surprised Purple secondary for 27 yards and the score.
Joe Hutchinson added the extra point. For the rest
of the period the forward wall of Domenic Antonellis, Jerry Ceglia, Joe DeGuglielmo, Tom Hall,
John McGourthy, and Lou Cioci contained the Holy
Cross backs.
FROSH HIGHLIGHTS: The immovability of Dom
Antonellis; you just cannot go through him, as Holy
Cross found out. The tremendous play of Harry
Crump, who was just as good in his linebacker position on defense as he was at fullback. A diving catch
of a Daly pass by Art Graham was the best this observer has seen all year. And the bull-like rushes of
Bill Fitzpatrick, who often dragged two and three
men with him while grinding out extra yardage
(shades of Jim Brown). A tip of the hat should go to
coaches Emerson Dickie and Ed DeGraw, who turned
out possibly the best freshman team in twenty years.

ICEMEN OPEN
By

BOB TARPEY

One of the most difficult schedules in some time looms for the
Eastern Champion Boston College
hockey team. North Dakota,
N.C.A.A. titlists, leads the parade
of hockey powers to encounter the
Maroon and Gold. B.U.'s recruiting
ground to the north will also afford
a potent threat to the Eagles in the
form of the University of Toronto'.
R.P.I, (expected to have its finest
team in recent years), Clarkson
and St. Lawrence are acknowledged
for their hockey prowess. West
Point, making its Boston debut,
and Colby, a small college with
big-time hockey ambitions, should
enliven those cold, grey winter evenings with red-hot hockey. After
discussing these teams at length,
Snooks Kelley added, "Let's not
forget that in our own back yard
are located Northeastern, 8.U., and
Harvard?every one improved from
last year."

Personnel-wise, the Eagles have
the horses to reach the N.C.A.A.
finals. Starting in goal is Jim
Logue. Vyeing for the second spot
are Rudman and Driscoll.

A rotating defense will feature
"Red" Martin, the finest college
defenseman in the country, Bill
O'Connor, a converted forward,
Dick Riley and Charles McCarthy.
The first line has been altered
since Owen Hughes broke his leg.
Billy Daly will now center for
Ronnie Walsh and Jack Cusack,
who has been converted from a
center to a wing. On the second line
are Rick Jason, center, right wing
Bob Famiglietti and left wing Chris
Smith. Says Snooks Kelley of Captain Smith, "Chris is playing his
best in the four years he has been
here."
The third line has veterans Bob
Leonard and Dave Pergola on the
wings. Ed Hickey is now centering
for this line. This is a key position
since Hughes' injury.
Of the team's future, Coach Kelley replied that the loss of Hughes
will hurt. "He is our best backchecker and we won't know for a
while yet when he'll be back."
Overall, though, the future is
reasonably rosy and who knows,
the N.C.A.A. championship might
come back to the Heights this year.

SOPHS SHINE
By PAT HURLEY
Three sophomores will make their debut in college basketball on
the Boston College Basketball Team December 1, at Brown University.
Coach Dino Martin announced that, barring unforeseeable circumstances, Bill Donovan, Bill Foley, and Jim Hooley will be included in
the starting lineup along with Captain Jack Shoppmeyer and Frank
Quinn. Coach Martin says this team will "surprise a lot of people"
with the way he expects it to measure up against one of the toughest
basketball schedules Boston College has faced in years.
"When the going gets tough, the tough get going," is Bill Donovan's comment on schedule.
Bill, a student in the College of Business Administration, is a
6 ft. guard from St. Agnes High School, L. I.
Bill combines sharp passwork with a long deadly jumpshot to pose
a constant threat to teams playing any kind of a tight defense. "Donovan," said Coach Martin, "has as good an outside shot as there is in
college basketball." This praise is no overestimate to those who have
watched him sink this shot in last year's freshman contests.
At St. Agnes Bill captained his team to its league championship.
He was named the best Catholic basketball player in Long Island. He
was given honorable mention on the all-city team and was named
M.V.P. in the Rockville Center Tournament.
"Five good ballplayers, none outstanding, will work well together
for a winning season," is Bill's summary of this year's ball club.
Bill Foley 6ft. 3in., from the School of Education, will start from
a forward slot on the Varsity. Bill is noted for his defensive ability,
a pair of fast hands and lightning reflexes that amazed spectators

and confused opposition last season. He gives every indication of
doing the same this year. Last year
he was unofficially rated the best
freshman defensive player in the
northeast. Coach Martin describes
him as "an all around aggressive
player with an unusual combination of good shooting, rebounding,
ball handling, and defensive qualities."
Bill captained St. John's of
Worcester to the Western Massachusetts championship in '58. Like
teammate Bill Donovan, he also
captained his basketball team to a
successful season.
Last year he held the highly
touted Jack Foley, of Holy Cross,
to a mere 14 points, quite a drop
from his 30 point average. Shades
of high school days when Bill's
team captured the city league and
Western Mass, title from cousin
Jack's team.
"What we lack in experience we
will make up for in hustle," is Bill's
prediction. He is optimistic about
the schedule which, he contends,
contains essentially the same teams
as last year but with vastly improved material.
Boston College High School produced Jim Hooley, 6ft. sin. who
will occupy the forward slot opposite Bill Foley. Jim is an AB Latin
major in the College of Arts and
Sciences.
Dino Martin described Jim as "a
great shot with good quick moves
for openings and rebounds under
the basket. Jim proved his ability
as high scorer on last year's successful frosh five. He is another
great team player and his allaround play is an indication of the
unusually well-balanced attack BC
will have this year.
BC High won the greater Boston
league title under the captaincy of
Hooley, who set a city scoring record. Jim was given a berth on the
All Tech Tourney team after leading his team to the quarter-finals.
He was an all-city player for three
years of high school basketball.
Jim led his high school not only
in basketball. He was president and
valedictorian of his class and like
his two sophomore teammates
played basketball.
The only glum possibility on the
basketball scene is that captain
Jack Shoppmeyer may be unavailable for the opening game because
of a recent operation. A quick recovery is hoped for this key player whose playing will be a big factor of the success of this year's
team.
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Skiers Launch
Winter Season

By JIM SAVAGE

The late and exceptional coach of Yale,
Herman Hickman, once remarked, after
one of his teams had lost a game, which
many believed he should have won, that
"the alumni and fans will declare it open
season looking for my scalp. I knew the
risks when I took the job, though, and I
can always go back to farming." Now
alumni and football fanatics are the same,
whether they are "poor little lambs who
have lost their way" singing "boola boola"
around the Yale Bowl, or Boston College
supporters singing their "proud refrain"
up and down Commonwealth Ave. Nor
would it be proper to change this, since
they are the core of any successful athletic
program.
The simple fact remains, though, that
Mike Holovak
even before the final gun went off at B.U.
field last Saturday the annual "hoot and holler" for Mike's scalp began.
They were saying that Holovak has been defeated in too many major
games, as though he personally flubbed B.C.'s touchdowns or missed
the tackles. As a college coach, granted, Mike is a legitimate target for
such criticism, and like Hickman realized full well the risks when he
took the position. This observer, however, cannot conscientiously shoot
at Mike's rapidly graying scalp.
My argument is that most of us known very little about the game
and can only see what happens after it occurs, without understanding
why. For instance, how many sideline critics know that a dashingyoung halfback may be secretly tackle-shy and refuse to cut back
through the line when checked by a fast-charging end. Or that this
splendid, rangy guard has a "kink" in his spine and can't pull out of
the line, or maybe there isn't an outstanding pass receiver on the entire squad. The cases cited are certainly not intended with any personal
reference to this year's group (we aren't that crazy yet!) but merely
as examples of a coach's problems which can't be revealed either to
the press or to the public without giving comfort to next Saturday's
opponent. As a coach, Steve Sinko had to solve these problems. As an
added advantage, however, he had the invisible law of averages with
him; B.U. hadn't defeated B.C. in twenty-two years, hadn't defeated
Holovak in eight, and Sinko hadn't defeated him in three previous attempts. This was also the last opportunity for Cancro, DiNitto, Manganaro and mates, to meet 8.C., an opportunity graced by the fact
that a B.U. victory would salvage a rather disappointing season. They
also met a team whose spirits had been dampened in the mud by Pitt,
devastated by Navy and almost destroyed by Army; a team without a
regular fullback, and, as the game progressed, without several starting players as Casey, Laßosa, O'Hanley, etc. hobbled off. All of which
caused one observer to remark, "with breaks like that, it's doubtful
if the combined talents of Frank Leahy, Eddie Erdelatz and Forrest
Evashewski could have beaten B.U. last Saturday!"
The ability of a coach is not determined by one game but rather
by his overall record. At the opening of the season, Holovak teams had
played 72 games, winning 44, losing 25 and gaining three ties, against
some of the country's top squads from the South and West where
'tain't no sin to hire bony semi-morons with just enough intelligence to
fool the dean of men, provided they take courses in basket-weaving,
advanced bookmaking and hay-pitching. The blunt truth is that Mike's
record has been blotched against such rover boys as Clemson, Mississippi, Georgia, and L.S.U., to mention just a few of the circus varsities
B. C. has played during the present regime.
Two years ago, as expected, B. C. lost its opening game to the
Sugar Bowl-bound Navy team, but, as was not expected, went on to
win the next seven.
This year, with two weeks' practice they held Navy, played on a
par with Army for a half, and lost to a vastly underrated Pitt team
as evidenced by last week's N. D. game.
Today, as the obituaries are probably being written up for Holovak
and the '59 team, an interesting fact appears. The record to date is
four wins, four losses, a victory against Holy Cross provides us then
with a winning season. Holy Cross, however, has a better record and
should be favored to win. What if they lose? Will Dr. Anderson's
position be in jeopardy because he lost a football game to Boston
College? Hardly! From past experience, it seems that at Worcester
they recognize a man functioning in a boy's game! In Boston
.

.

.

IM BASKETBALL
SEASON ON

I.M. Basketball season will open
Monday, Nov. 30. The deadline for
application will be Wednesday, Nov.
25 at 3 P.M. Applications may be
made any time at Roberts 228.
Since the system of section
teams is no longer suitable, a new
method of team assembly will be
initiated. The teams will hereafter
be composed of players from the
same class, major, and school, e.g.
Soph, BS English, A&S.
The reason for this new system
is to discourage indiscriminate re-
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cruiting of players which can result in strong semi-professionalism,
where one or two teams dominate
play.

Those who are unable to assemble a team on this basis may
leave their names at the AA office.
The AA office is also interested
in individuals who could qualify to
act as referees. Those interested
may leave their name at the AA
office.

By "SCOOP" HURLEY
The Old Farmer's Almanac predicts a mild winter, but to the
more than one hundred ardent
skiers on campus, Almanacs apparently are not things to be
trusted. All around the greater
Boston area, skis are being dragged
out of hall closets, boots tried on,
subscriptions to ski magazines renewed?all in preparation for the
meeting next Monday of the Boston College Ski Club in Fulton 100
at four o'clock.
In what appears to be the most
varied and active program in its
twenty-year history, the club plans
outings to Mt. Sunapee, Boston
Hill, Mt. Snow, and Cannon Mountain, as well as the traditional and
popular Spring outings to Tuckerman Ravine on April 14th and the
snowfields on the summit of Mt.
Washington via the Cog Railway
on June 19th.
Dr. Walter Langlois, Professor
of Italian and French in B.C.'s
Modern Language Department, has
accepted a position as the club's
new moderator. He replaces Mr.
Radu Florescu of the School of Ed.,
who was forced to resign this sea-

Eagles Invade Fitton

.

.

.

(Continued from Page 1)
In Johnny Allen, John Freitas,
Dick Skinner, and Kevin Malone,
the Cross have speed and talent.
Vinnie Hogan has no superiors
in the Cross backfield, but this is
where the speed segment ends.
If fullback Frank Robotti is
healthy, the Eagles will have a
potent counterpart for the Purple's
Bill Clark and John Esposito. If
not, then prayer meetings are in
order.
As far as injuries go, the Cross
will be in perfect shape, and this
means the return of Pacunas, who
is as fine a pass catcher as any in
the East.

On the home side of the ledger,
Frank Moretti, Bob Keresey, and
possibly Ball will be absent. Should
Harry be out, school may be out
for the visiting forces of Maroon
and Gold.
The Cross is favored, nonetheless, simply because they have
three more victories than B.C. This
insipid reason still does not ruin
the flavor of a traditional and
drama-packed game. Whether the
Eagles or the Crusaders have won
two or ten games matters little,
since tradition sets aside all detractions. A 56-year rivalry pays
no attention to the percentage.
Mind over matter is the central
theme of Boston College vs. Holy
Cross.

On Campus with Max Shulman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

AMERICAN LITERATURE:
ITS CAUSE AND CURE
Today, as a service to students of American literature, this
column presents digests of two classic American novels:
THE SCARLET LETTER
by Nathaniel "Swifty" Hawthorne

This is a heart-rending story of a humble New England lass
named Hester Prynne who is so poor that she does not have
what to eat nor a roof to cover her head. But she is a brave,
brawny girl and she never complains, and by and by her
patience is rewarded: in the summer of 1859 she wins a football
scholarship to Alabama.
Hard-working Hester soon wins her letter and everyone says
she is a shoo-in for All-Conference honors, but along comes the
War Between the States and football, alas, is dropped for the
duration.

son because of an eye injury. Dr.
Langlois, a Yale graduate, is currently in his third year of teaching
here at the Heights and is perhaps
best known for his introduction, in
conjunction with Fr. Gauthier, of
a much needed Oriental Literature

Course.

Neil Fitzgerald, B.C. '57, is to
be the 1959-60 Coach. Neil raced
for four years as an undergraduate
and travelled all the way to the
West Coast at his own expense to
represent B.C. in a national meet in
Utah. Neil will be on hand for all
three pre-season practices of the
Ski Team, which this year will be
held at Sunapee, Wildcat, and Boston Hill. The squad has acquired
27 pairs of slalom flags this summer which will be used for this
purpose.
The Ski Club acts as a sort of
clearing-house for ski trips to the
mountain regions of Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont. For
those without cars, it provides an
economical means to reach the
north-country, while those with
transportation can offer it to
others, cutting down their own
costs, while simultaneously joining
in the fellowship of other skiers.
Novices Welcome
Novices as well as experts are
welcome. While the latter can take
part in the many races sponsored
by the New England Intercollegiate Ski Conference, the less experienced get a chance to learn
from other B.C. students or just
ski as they wish.
The Ski Team, which is a subdivision of the Ski Club, represents
B.C. in the races of the NEISC,
which is a below the "snow-belt"
conference made up of Princeton,
Northeastern, Boston University,
Amherst, Tufts, AIC, Boston College, Brown, New England College,
Keene Teachers College and MIT.
Last year's results were as follows:
I?MIT
547.8 pts.
2?Northeastern
516.9
3?Brown
492.4
4?Tufts
489.4
s?Amherst
455.6
6?New England College 453.2
7?Boston University ____409.9
B?Princeton
390.9
9?AIC
347.4
10?Boston College
288.8
11?Keene Teachers Col. 254.8
Other officials of the club include Ed Hurley, A&S, '61, Captain; Fred Williams, A&S, '60,
Asst. Capt.; and Bernard Shea,
A&S, '61, Secretary.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Poor Hester goes back to New England. It is a bitter cold
winter and poor Hester, alas, does not have any warm clothing
except for her football sweater from Alabama, but that, alas,
has a big scarlet "A" on the front of it and she can hardly wear
such a thing in New England where Union sentiment runs so
high.

Poor Hester, alas, freezes to death.

LITTLE WOMEN
by Louisa May "Bubbles" Alcott

The Marches are a very happy family?and for no discernible
reason. They are poor as snakes; they work from cockcrow to
evensong; their dear old father Philip is away with the Union
armies; and they can't do a thing with their hair.
Still, nothing can dampen the spirits of madcap Meg, jocular
Jo, buoyant Beth, animated Amy, and crazy old Marmee, as
the merry March girls laughingly call their lovable mother.
Well sir, one Christmas the March girls get an invitation to a
ball. They are dying to go because they never have any fun at
all except maybe a few chuckles during the hog-rendering
season. But Beth reminds her sisters that they can hardly go
traipsing off to a ball and leave poor Marmee all alone at
Christmas time. The sisters swear a lot, but they finally agree
with Beth.
Marmee, however, will not hear of it. "Land's sakes, little
women!" she cries. "You must go to the ball and have some
fun. There will be fruit punch and Toll House cookies and
Early American sandwiches. Best of all, there will be morris
dancing. Oh, how your father and I used to love that!"
"I never knew father could dance," cries Meg.
"Oh yeah?" cries Marmee. "You should have seen Philip
morris."
"Was Philip a good morriser?" cries Jo.
"The best!" cries Marmee. "Philip could morris in soft pack
or flip-top box and was full of fine, fresh, natural mildness!"
The girls are cheered to hear this and go to the ball. Marmee
stays home alone, but soon gets a wonderful surprise: Philip
comes back from the war!
When the girls return from the ball, they find Marmee and
Philip morrising, and they cry "Huzzah!" and throw their poke
bonnets in the air, where they are to this day.

"

"
"

*

*

*

And speaking of literature, in our book the best selection of
cigarettes on the market today comes from Philip Morris
Inc. Marlboro filters; new Alpines, high filtration and light
menthol and, of course, mild, unaltered Philip Morris.
?

?
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IN RETROSPECT

RETRACTION
The Heights News Department apologizes to the Management
Department in CBA for its negligent handling of an article in last
week's issue regarding the change of the name of the Marketing
Department to that of "Distribution Management Department."
Although the fact of, and the causes, for the change of the
department name were correctly described in the article proper, our
headline erroneously inferred that the Management Department had
undergone the change of name.
Once and for all, the Marketing Department will now be known
as the "Distribution Management Department." The Management
Department continues to occupy its important place in the CBA
curriculum. The only thing that is "obsolete and defunct" is the
title "Managing Department."
We are sincerely sorry for any misunderstanding occasioned by

our

error.

By Peter White

A Half-Century of Change
The disappointing conclusion has
probably occurred to our dorm students that the manse-like attitude
of O'Connell Hall and outlying
grounds does not capture the Boston College ideal of crumbling
Gothic and lofty severity. Woody
stalks of dead ivy still clinging to
a low stone wall; that hint of a
once-grand entrance at the drive
from Hammond Street; boarded
windows and an unused swimming
pool; weeds and grass feeding on
a barren flower plot?all suggest
the ghost of a handsome estate.
And so, according to Mr. Thomas
Murphy, it was. He untied a
folder-full of photographs snapped
more than twenty years ago, when
O'Connell Hall was known as Liggett House, and tux and tie would
scorn a crew-neck sweater.
But this is jumping ahead. It
was 1911 when Thomas Murphy
sailed from County Galway, for
America; at that time he knew no
more about gardening and horticulture than what he had picked
up on occasions spared from crop
farming on the sixteen family
acres at home. So, where did he
acquire his familiarity with trees,
shrubs, and flowers enough to
challenge: "Ask me the name of
any one, and I'll bet I can tell you
what it is?" He picked it up on
his own time, by his own effort.
Days off from his first job here, at
a Brookline golf course, he spent
wandering through the Arnold
Arboretum in Jamaica Plain, until
like Adam, he could name all trees.
Later he did greenhouse work on
two local estates, and also tended
flowerboxes at the Copley Plaza

planted,
pruned, and
trimmed the Liggett property,
which was bought as no more than
the site for a home, into a proud
estate.
Rock gardens, flower bordered
flagstone paths, the graceful entrance in shrubbery and stone on
the main drive, and the splendid
conservatory garden he developed
until the home and grounds imMurphy

by the college to keep up the now
unoccupied estate. With only three
hundred students or so, there was
no need of dorms here yet.
During the war, the Jesuits
evacuated St. Mary's Hall and let

it to the Army; they themselves
removed to the estate. CBA classes
were also held here. Three years
later, in 1945, the Jesuits made
their return to ancestral St.
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Chestnut Hill. Under his care, the dorms soon to follow.
flowers entered by the Liggetts in
As the plant here increased, Mr.
the annual competition with pedigreed entries from Saltonstall and
Webster hothouses consistently returned tagged with first and second prizes, or, rarely, honorable
mention.

i/VHAT D'YA HEAR
IN THE BEST OF CIRCLES?

?

of Mr. Thomas Murphy)

Present site of Kostka Hall.

Murphy's duties widened to include the care of the entire college
campus as well as the resident
grounds. Heading a force of about
ten men, he keeps the lawns
trimmed and sees that the general
appearance coincides with official
photographs. His personal touch is
still evident, though, in the wellcared-for circlet of shrubs around
our eagle-topped column on the
main driveway, and in the rock
garden fronting Lyons Hall.
Or, rather, it was evident, for
Thomas Murphy retired a few
weeks ago. Thinking over his term
of employment here, he decided:
"God bless Boston College. It's the
most pleasant place a man could

Exit from O'Connell Hall and present site of Freshmen Dorms.

work for."
For the college's part, Very Rev.
Michael P. Walsh, S.J. replies: "You
have done more than just attend
to our grounds, Tom. Your kind
and friendly words to our Jesuits
and students have always made a
deep impression on them. Your ex-

for a quarter an hour. This was
But meanwhile the stock market
had ruined his employer, and the
1915, of course.
On February 16, 1916?a date Liggett name and business went,
Thomas Murphy sees slightly bet- for a kind consideration, to anLouis K. other firm. The expanse of fieldter than his birthday
Liggett, first half of the orange land across Tudor Road was parand blue Liggett-Rexall sign, hired celled out for residential plots,
him on these terse conditions: and eventually, in 1941, even the
"Hire good men. Have no trouble. house and its grounds were bought
Please Mrs. Liggett, and don't up by Boston College, excepting
bother me; I'm a busy man." For only two small areas towards Beathe next twenty-five years, Mr. con Street. Mr. Murphy was asked

doubt arises: how does Thomas
Murphy regard the appearance of
O'Connell Hall today? Even Chestnut Hill?and say this softly, from
even
deference to the natives
Chestnut Hill has changed.

(Photo Courtesy of Mr. Thomas Murphy)
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emplary life has been an inspiration to many who have come into
contact with you while you were
working for us on our grounds."
If once one sees the pictures
taken when the Liggett House of
Chestnut Hill was fashion, A
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IT PAYS TO BE IGNORANT

NEWS NOTES

By HORACE GREELEY
tions of higher learning in the New
England area ?
one in Newton,
Mass., and one in Fairfield, Ct.
The Cafeteria has informed us
that they have been able to secure
at fantastic bargain prices a large
lot of Western-grown cranberries.
This delicious and popular fruit
will be served in various concoctions to boarding students daily for
the rest of the year.
Fr. J. J. Ryan, S.J., Chairman
of the Education Department, published this week the results of the
first year of his department's
Reading Program. His statistics
show an almost unbelievable jump
(from 1.342% to 57.62%) of Cross
students who can read. All this in
only one year! Fr. Ryan claims
that as a result of his program
four newspapers, one copy of Time,
and a three-month old copy of
Playboy were actually seen in one
dorm in the course of the past six
weeks.
The Theology Department has
denied that the famous theologian,
world-traveler and lecturer, Paul
von Tarsus is to be appointed to
the faculty. "His thinking is far
too radical for us," said one anonymous member of the department.
The annual Thanksgiving Mixer
will be held next Wednesday evening on Fitton Field. Under the
new regulations from the office of
the Dean of Men, no dancing will
be allowed. Students are reminded
that girls are not admitted to the
mixers.

The Physics Department invites
all students to a film and lecture
next Tuesday at 8:00 P.M. on the
main driveway. Professor Louie
Lalitt will speak on "Alchemy?
the field of the future." Dr. Lalitt
will be remembered for his recent
Nobel Prize in recognition of his
success in transmuting gold into
lead. Admission?one ounce of lead.
Fr. Rector addressed an alumni
dinner in Worcester this past week.
Departing from his prepared text
he termed the rumor that a second
suppression by Rome of the Jesuits
may be pending, "a lot of bull." He
did not, however, rule out the possibility that the Order may soon
suppress the rest of the Church.
Fr. 8.1.G. Brother, Dean of Men,
released this week the new set of
parking regulations for all students. With the addition of new
on-campus parking areas, no offcampus parking will be allowed.
Violators of this regulation will
have their cars towed away and
sold for junk in the town, for the
benefit of Jesuit Foreign Missions.
Those who park in the designated
student parking areas will have
their cars sold for the benefit of
Jesuit Domestic Missions.
Seniors who intend to attend college after graduation are reminded
to pick up applications in the office of the Registrar, who urges
all Cross students to consider the
excellent advantages of a college
education. For those interested, the
Jesuits run two excellent institu-

Inanities Series Announced
CONTAMINATED
APPLESAUCE
Profound shock and bitter disappointment, bordering on the brink
of suicidal despair, struck the Holy
Cross campus this past week. For
it was announced by the N.A.A.A.S.
(National Association for the Advancement of Apple Sauce) that
this year's applesauce crop has
been contaminated and is unfit for
human consumption.
Reliable scientific reports state
that in nationwide tests recently
conducted, nine out of ten rats
tested reported ill effects from the
eating of applesauce. Among the
results produced were delusions of

Mona Lisa, Fr. Rector Featured
Father N.Y.T. Review, moderator of the Holy Cross literary magazine, The Purple Patch, has announced the schedule for the 195960 Inanities Series. Father said
that, due to his own brilliance, he
has been able to set up the School's
most ambitious undertaking in recent years. Admission is free to all
students on Social Security or
Mother's Aid pensions; 7'/2 cents
to all others. The dates, lecturers
and subjects are:

>

Vol. Hoya No. Choo-Choo

Dorm Congress

At last night's meeting, the DorCongress President Francesco Xerxes Liver announced that
on the evening of January 3rd,
there will be a special lecture for
Dormitory Students. The speaker
is the world renowned authority on
Jesuit Dormitory life, Rev. Mao
Tse Tung, S.J. Fr. Mao, whose accomplishments include fortification
of Alcatraz, will speak on the general subject of community life.
During the same meeting, Rev. November 30: Fr. Rector
"Why
Cesare Borgia, S.J., Housing Dinot Join the Jesuits?"
rector, promulgated sixty additional rules and announced the ap- December 16: Prof.
C. Van Doren
pointment of his sister Lucrezia as
Are
"College Honor Systems
H.C. nutritionist. Mr. Liver sponhonest?"
they
really
sored a Dorm Congress resolutions
sponsoring these measures.
January 7: Hon. James Hoffa
"Can a Catholic Senator Become
President?"
mitory

grandeur, sea-sickness, and a noticeable purple tinge to the skin.
The effects of this tragic situation are already being widely felt
in the Worcester area, where life
without applesauce is an unheard
of phenomenon. Football players
can be seen wandering aimlessly
up and down Mt. St. James, with
tears in their otherwise cold, gray
eyes. A frail doctor was seen
perched on top of Pakachoag Hill,
wishing he were still back in medical school. As far away as Effigy,
The Reserve
Scoutmaster's January 16: Fr. Rector?"Join the
lowa, heads were hanging in sor- Training Corps have canceled the
Jesuits Today!"
row.
traditional
appearance of the
Alas, we can do nothing now but Crackpot Drill team, due to the fact February 4: Mrs. Arthur Miller?
wait for next year and a new ap- that the fellars on the team cannot
"The Subtleties of 10th Centuries
plesauce crop. In the meanwhile, decide on what color handbags and
knapsacks to wear?also the Chief
Russian Literature."
why not try some cranberries ?
?

?

?

RSTC NEWS

Potentate and Grand Marshal has

a run in his marching socks.
The Inhumanity Series will present Rev. Swank Feeney, S.J. readFr. J. Alfred Prufrock, Director ing the works of Johnny Walker,
of the Office of Rather Special S.J. The series is under the capable
direction of Rev. Swank Feeney,
Programs informed us of the results of his recent work under a S.J. Deficient students have first
chance to get tickets to this added
$100,000 Andrew J. Carbarn Foundation award. He termed his results function to half-time entertainthe ultimate in a fast-growing ment.
field?he stuffed 87 freshmen into
Most wise students are planning
"Can the Cross Incur A Loss"
a telephone booth. Off to New York to come to the stadium for the
this week in search of a new award, half-time jollies only, since they
a poem by Martha A. MacPilrealgood
lowvrey, author of "Insufficient Fr. Prufrock is already planning don't want to see their
next year's works
getting the schmattza team in the mishap of
Ignorance" (an autobiographical whole football team into his Vespa slaughter. Even wiser students will
epic.)
automobile. He also hopes to add flock to the tiddley-wink championa tennis court to the equipment in ship playoffs being held the same
day in the shower room.
the O.R.S.P. seminar room.
Can the cross incur a loss when

Romans, Go Home

As part of its overall process for
the improvement of H.C., Rev. J.
P. Sousa, S.J., band moderator, has
announced that new uniforms have
been obtained to replace the old
Roman ones which were waterlogged in the Sea Battle of Actium.
Fr. Sousa informed The Infidel
that the uniforms, a handsome blue
with red stripes, were donated by
a Worcester charity organization.
The "Salvation Army" label will be
replaced by appropriate H.C. sym-

bolism.

New Carbarn Award

A POEM

?

Quarterback Floss makes his
.

3

The fans, that's who are all astew
about the team, so new, true, blue,
and what they do, aren't you?
The game will be mine, if they take
their time and watch each sign
on each line make of lime?(l
don't write so good, but I
rhyme just fine.)

March 12: Jack Kerouac?"How to
make a million selling trash."

April 3: Carl Sandburg?"Stephen
Douglas?The man who should
have been President."

April 27: Fr. Rector?"Sign up for
Shadowbrook before Exams."
May 4: Mona Lisa?No

lecture, just

smiles.

LIBRARY
TO CLOSE

toss over turf and moss ?
No
. no . . they'll go and fight
forms, the band has agreed to
foe,
the
but even so,
learn "Bringing in the Sheaves."
we
won't
know until they show
The new selection will be played
victory bow. ho. ho.
the
periodically in Fitting Field, and
members of the Sodality have
agreed to sing and shake tam2
bourines.
They are the hollow team, they
never scream, if you know
what I mean and their false
teeth gleam, real keen.
B.C. may knock them out. I doubt
that they would flout the
bout, if they do I'll pout and
shout about.
In return for these lovely uni-

REMEMBER:
H.C. TREASURER
GIVES GREEN
STAMPS

February 29: D. D. Eisenhower?
"How to project a 'Father Image'
for fun and profit."

Coach Eddie's Keeping His Boys In Shape.
(He's really making hay.)

A rumor published here three
weeks ago has been confirmed by
the administration. The library will
be closed within the next month.
The building will be sold to the
United States Government, which
will use it as a granary for the surplus soy bean crop. The proceeds
from the sale will be used to construct a huge modern Student
Union complex. The new campus
feature will contain among other
things, a bowling alley, three theatres, a 700-room hotel, a night
club, an 18,000 seat auditorium
suited for political conventions, and
the largest pizzeria west of the
Tiber?all of which will be open to
the general public. After releasing
this statement, the Dean of Studies
was quoted as saying, "The library
was old-fashioned and extremely
unprofitable. Holy Cross must be
forward-looking."

FROM DUBLIN

The writer, Thum Hertz, is a
student in A&S spending his Junior year at the University of Dublin. Greetin's from Dooblin to The
Infidel:

Here at the University of Dublin
I find that the local cats don't dig
things quite the way we do in the
good old U.S. and A. This Irish
dancing for instance. I mean it's
wild. Why just last Friday night I
attended one of their dances called
a

CHKEALBGHIDEBCHEIABH,

with gasps of wondrous indignation. "It's a damned lie!" howled
a giant of a man at the rear of
the hall. A chorus of "Ye shpalpeen!" and "Ye blaggard, ye!"
arose from the mob. Then a hail
of teacups, bottles, and shillellaghs
rained on the hapless historian as
the crowd's fury mounted. At this
point, I was accidentally hit right
behind the ear by some kind of
missile intended for poor O' McFitzhounihan, and I was knocked
cold.
When I regained consciousness,
the crowd had dispersed except for
a few small groups buzzing and
mumbling among themselves at
the corners of the hall. I asked
one old fellow what had been the
outcome of the fracas. He replied
that everything seemed to be calming down until somebody yelled,
"If 'himself ain't what we thought
he was, what'll we do with our new
green jackets with the lettering
B.G.C. on the back?" O'McFit-etc.
took the floor again, still a little
dazed from the barrage. "Let me
see," he said, "B.G.C. . . Blessed
Gulliver Cromwell, the famous old
Irish
. oops!" He never finished
what he set out to say.
"That, my friend, was the end
of O' McFitzhounihan," said my
informant. "At the sound of the
name Cromwell, the whole mob, to
a man, leaped at him, and started
to pound him. They finally stuffed
him in an empty poteen barrel and
threw him in the river. The wake's
to morrow night. D'ye think ye
can make it, lad? It'll be a grand
affair!"
"No thanks, pop," I mumbled,
as I slowly walked away rubbing
the lump on my head. I guess it
takes a little time to get used to
the customs of a country. But now
and then, there's a memory of
Holy Cross to be found here on
the Emerald Isle. Tonight, for instance, I'm going to another dance,
sponsored by the Blessed Mamie
Reilly Society. That should be in-

which is actually a kind of mixerbarn dance affair. The event was
sponsored by the Blessed Gulliver
Clunkett Association for Cultured
Gaels, which I was forced to join
as soon as I got off the boat.
The evening was pleasant enough,
with the jigging and jogging; and
everybody I met had relatives in
South Boston. I particularly enjoyed the refreshments served:
Irish bread and peanut butter
washed down with huge quantities
of something in a dark bottle
marked "ould sod."
The moderator of the association, a Mr. Cu-Chulainn O'McFitzHounihan, after leading a number
of patriotic ditties such as "When
My Blue Moon Turns to Green
Again Kathleen" and "I Got The
Beach and Tan Blues," gave a
lively talk on his favorite topic,
Blessed Gulliver Cunkett, who was
referred to as "himself." The essence of the speech was about his
latest researches into the life and
had
times of "himself." He
stumbled upon an amazing bit of
information.
"The fact o' the matter is,"
said Mr. Cu-Chulainn sadly, "that
Blessed Gulliver Clunkett is not
Irish. Not only isn't he Irish, but,
faith!, he ain't even blessed!"
It seems that "himself" turned
out to be an Arab horse trader
named Gu'ol'li-iva'ir who was imprisoned by the British during
"the trouble" and was freed by
Irish patriots who mistook him for
a holy hermit. One thing led to another and before the Arab knew
teresting.
what was going on he was "Blessed
Gulliver Clunkett."
The audience greeted this news
.

Dear
By

TABBIGAIL Van

.

.

Sincerely,

Thum Hertz, '61

Jabby

TABBIGAIL Van BOURBON

BOURBON

Dear Tabby: My boyfriend and I
have known each other for a long
time and we feel that we are very
close. In fact when I first met him
at the dance last week, I knew this
was it. He's strong, mature (he is
28) and a lot of fun. But right now
he is on 'Shore Leave' and that
brings me to my problem. His
leave is up next week, and, since
we both feel this way about each
other, he wants to become engaged.
But, Tabby, my parents just can't
see me marrying this fellow. There
comes a time when every girl
should be allowed to make up her
own mind. Please print this letter
so I can show it to my parents.
Fourteen & Frustrated

the service, his next 'shore leave',
and his family background are all
obstacles to be overcome. Have
faith, and remember: two of the
biggest ruts in a woman's road to
marital bliss are parents.
Dear Tabby: I thought I'd write to
you since you play football at the
school where my difficulty arose.
Early this fall "up there" your
school had a mixer. I believe it
was named a "Cattle Call." Well,
one of the scholars approached me
and asked for a dance. How could
I refuse him, for he was all dressed
up in a uniform with ribbons, and
brass, and buttons, and shined
shoes and EVERYTHING.
After the dance he gave me a
pair of wings. He said that since
he was a member of the Air Force
ROTC, this was the highest honor
a cadet could pay a girl. These
weren't ordinary wings, they were
cardboard. (He said something
about his pater and mater not
sending a check this week.) Which
brings me to my question: "Do you
think I should keep waiting for
this fellow, it's been two months
now, or should I send back his
wings which I've found were cut
from a box of Quaker Oats.
Heart on Wings

Dear Heart on Wings: How dare
you even consider sending back his
wings? This poor lad is mired deep
in studies, the very studies that
may mean the safety of the nation
someday. As you go unaware, carefree, innocent through your daily
activities, this lad is ever-ready,
Dear Fourteen and Frustrated: I ever-diligent,
ever-watchful for
think that both you and your par- you, and indeed every American's,
ents should be cautioned. Your well-being. To even consider such
parents should realize that by per- an action is unwarranted, unpatrimitting you to make your own de- otic and unAmerican.
Besides, it isn't always the one
cisions early in life they are molding
your character. Also
you who brays the most, that gets the
should be aware that his rank in oats.

WRITE HOME TO MOTHER

SLAVONIC
NOTES
Dr.

Vladimir

Myrnovitch

Uli-

anov, Chairman of the Slavonic
Languages Department, and noted
celeb-about

campus,

this

week

granted an audience to your reporter. Dr. Ulianov outlined to us
the rapid growth of his department, which offers courses in 74
languages and dialects ranging
from middle High Byelo-Russian
to Ancient Church Serbo-Croatian,
all of which are taught by Myronovitch-UHanov. He told us of the
great joy the department's whole
staff experienced when this past
September, for the first time in its
23-year history, a student actually
signed up to take one of the department's courses. The professor
continues to be greatly encouraged
by this development, hailing it as
"only de beginnink of a great new
era," even though the student
transferred to 13th Century Bolivian Novels II after the first week
of class. "Actually," says Dr. Myr-

onovitch-Ulianov, "Thee development allows me more time for my
great outside interest?the abolition of the human race." He hinted
that next year he hoped to add
courses in BessaraJbian (Ancient
and Modern), Carpatho-Ukranian
and Cockney. A course in the
Southern dialects of Czech and
East Asian variants of West Polish
is also being considered.

HALFTIME
JOLLITIES
The Athletic Association today
announced plans for the half-time
jollities for this year's big game.
The kickball team members have
promised to provide a scintillating
ballet with their spiked slippers to
the strains of the virile marching
String and Harpsichord Quartet,
"The Fenton Field Finks." The
team will sport its supergorgeous
new double-breasted uniforms.
Members of the Garden Club and
Tuesday Knitting Society will vie
for honors in the annual hooprolling contest. Winners receive
Laurenz Welch bubble machines,
stolen from Alice's Lawn by members of the Panzie division of the
Garden group. H. C. Bun (Hot
Cross), vice-rector of the college,
will once again captivate the
throngs with his exciting and thrilling cranberry juggling routine.
Warm tea and cocoa will be
served throughout the smashing
good activities by Lipton Tetley,
president of the Sipping and Soda
club who advises: "Take Tea and
See." He has personally dunked
enough tea bags for all the gang
and that's Salada tea.

BRICK BALCONY
By BROOKS Van

SETTIN

Sound of Coughing
Score by Hammer and Sickle, the
book by Sacco and Vanzetti, The
Sound of Coughing was sumptuously turned into a lavish play
production. It opened last year at
the Twobit Theatre. It is the story
of the Ratt Family Yodelers, based
on the novel life of Mary Backstage Ratt, well-known familystory writer. The stars of this wonderful play are Marjorie Main as
Mary, Martin Luther as Mary's
blacksheep father Dirty Ratt, Bela
Lugosi as a kindly old monk, and
Larry Gleason as the Man in the
Woodshed.
The story revolves around Mary,
who escapes from a convent and
takes refuge on a tobacco farm.
She marries the widower father of
seven children and leads them into
Nazi persecution. The whole thing
turns out to be quite funny, especially when the stage director, Al
Titude, falls from the over-thestage balcony into the Ratt's fireplace. This really makes it a surefire glowing success.
In her best performance since
her last starring role with Romon
Navarro, Marjorie Main set the
theatre really bouncing for the
duration of the play. (Miss Main's
professionl name is Bubbles Bath.)
She really makes the play what it
is which really isn't much. Everything about Marjorie is superprosaic, not to mention Platonic.
Her irresistable charm captivates
all the stagehands.
This new musical, although there

Marjorie Main and Brooks Van
Settin at garden party in Leningrad

is little music, boasts the largest
group of well-paid, precocious children seen on stage since "Baby
Doll." An unusual touch is given
by an assembly of singing convicts
(compliments Walpole prison). This
should satisfy all the friends of
power politics.

Thanks to Hammer and Sickle,
Sacco and Vanzetti, Marjorie Main,
Holly Kraus, and Muff N. Man,
Americans have a drama more popular than applesauce and cranberries. The "Sound of Coughing"
is a stagnant, raw, hilarious, touching, melodramatic, sentimental example of pure mush. It needs some
generous censoring and editing,
but, if it gets to Broadway, it will
definitely settle down. Performances, however, are still doubtful.

TEMPERAMENTAL
PLAYERS
Dr. Eddie Anderson, the flower
of the coaching world, is at it
again. Nothing but a pack of wild
horses can stop his oncoming attack upon B.C. Eagles. Anderson
has been at it for over half a century and if anyone has experience,
he has. He keeps our boy in shape
with inhumanly strenuous exer-

Here is your officfal
H.C. Coat-of-Arms

Nasty People Coming

cises such as Ring Around the
Rosie and Squirrel in the Trees.
Rumor has it that the gang is so
exhausted after these periods that
their midnight campfire talks have
had to be discontinued. This is a
grave situation because it depirves
our boys of the chance to out their
hearts to one another. And, as we
know, the resulting emotional disturbances in our Tigers cannot be
tolerated. Be that as it may. Dr.
Anderson has many strategic measures in mind to appease their
temperamental natures. For instance, in the cafe he serves porridge to the men while our leader,
Charlie Pacunas reads selections
from Goldie Licks and the Three
Bears in a soft melodious tones.
This cozy and homely touch serves
to boost the morale of our warriors. For, you know, they may be
compared to sensitive, pure bred
stallions who can just be handled
with kid gloves. Dr. Anderson,
recognizing this challenge, has
overcome it and thus he predicts a
sure-fire victory for OUR SIDE.

By PERCY TWINKLETOES
Scores! Oh scores! of those aw- fine lads who were all fired up, I
ful men from Boston College will mean they were really keen about
be coming to our sweet campus to going down to the Boston College
yell and cheer for their New Engcampus and painting their golden
land Championship team. Think of eagle purple! But some spoilall those people, boys and girls, sport in the rear of the room with
trampling our petunia-lined cam- a cast on his arm said it wasn't
pus! And I'll bet they come in such such a good idea, so that was that.
numbers that they overflow our What sissies!
nice parking lot (which unfortuSo boys and girls, it is our sanately only holds between 68 and and protest this disgrace to
our
70 Cadillacs). And you know what purple traditions.
that means. Those nice brave men
in blue who help us across those
busy intersections won't like us
any more!
Listen to this! Two years ago
when this game was last played in
THE INFIDEL, which emanates yearly from the lower reour crisp Worcester air, one of our
cesses of the Holy Cross Campus, is the only known student
housemothers swears she
saw
newspaper which suffers from student apathy and is afflicted
someone (in the end zone where we
with faculty belligerency.
generously let the visitors sit) she
To all those who gained tickets to the Inanities Series Lecactually saw someone take a sip
tures, this issue of the Infidel is affectionately dedicated.
from a skinny metal container!
Those men from Boston College
Editor-in-Chief
also bring girls to the game! When
Bugsy Moran
we bring our sisters and mothers
Features Editors
News Editors
to the game, these are the sights
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